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stage designer, would not convince a child; and at any
moment visitors expect to walk clean through the whole
extravagant device and come out on the other side to find a
disillusioned stage-hand working the lights. So much, one
is inclined to say, for Rio.
But the amazing thing about the place is that nobody
has ever found it out.   The shameless creature still persists
in staying where it is and repeating its incredible tissue of
visual fabrications to each new arrival.   Incoming steamers
steal quietly upon it at dawn ; and the grey water slides by
noiselessly, as they pick their way between unlikely islands
with bulbous silhouettes.   These may be properly dis-
missed as the last fancies of the night; and nothing is more
disconcerting than to find them still in the same place by
daylight.   But as the ships come in at dawn, the islands
slide away into the darkness like humped monsters of the
night.   The steamer feels its quiet way towards the land,
and eyes strain through the night for a first glimpse of Rio.
But there was nothing there to see.   The night sky was still
full of clouds.   Clouds masked the dawn; great masses of
them lay all round;  and long lines of fantastic clouds
marched off into the distance.   Range after range of them,
piled and incredible, prepared to take the sunrise; and as
the east began to pale, Rio prepared its first surprise.   For
the heaped dementia of morning clouds, which should have
melted in the first light of dawn, failed to dissolve.   The
startled watchers on the deck saw the light change; but
as it changed, the wilderness of tumbled clouds became a
wild country of disordered mountains—of carved and tilted
mountains heaped in mad profusion and leaning in all
directions.   Some round, some square, some conical, but all
frankly insane in their design, the mountains come crowding
to the sea; and one, the maddest of them all, stands at the
water's edge to watch the ships go by.   After that humped
hallucination anything, you feel, is possible.   Small wonder
that enquiring souls ascend it seated in a little tram that
crawls along the sky suspended from a piece of string.   For

